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States of quantum magnetism

2

Ferromagnetism: May be 600 BC

Antiferromagnetism: 1930s

Key concept of broken symmetry. 

Prototypical ground state wavefunction: 
direct product of local degrees of 
freedom

Short range quantum entanglement. 

1930s- present: elaboration of broken symmetry 
and other 
states with short range entanglement
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Last  ≈ 10 years

3

Experimental discovery of quantum 
spin liquid state*. 

Qualitatively new kind of state of matter. 
Long range quantum entanglement: Prototypical ground 
state wavefunction 
Not a direct product of local degrees of 
freedom. 

Many new phenomena - emergence of fractional 
quantum numbers.

New conceptual and technical theoretical tools to 
understand. 

May be also new kinds of experimental probes will be 
most useful. 

* In d > 1

+

+ .........
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ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2

Some candidate materials

2d Kagome lattice (`strong’ Mott insulator)

κ− (ET )2Cu2(CN)3

Na4Ir3O8

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

Quasi-2d, approximately isotropic triangular lattice; 
best studied candidate spin liquids

Three dimensional `hyperkagome’ lattice

Volborthtite, ..........
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ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2

Some candidate materials

2d Kagome lattice (`strong’ Mott insulator)

κ− (ET )2Cu2(CN)3

Na4Ir3O8

EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2

Quasi-2d, approximately isotropic triangular lattice; 
best studied candidate spin liquids

Three dimensional `hyperkagome’ lattice

Close to pressure driven 
Mott transition: `weak’ Mott 
insulators

Volborthtite, ..........
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Some phenomena in experiments

6

ALL candidate materials:

No magnetic ordering down to lowest measured T (<< natural exchange scales J)

BUT

Gapless excitations down to T << J. 

Most extensively studied in organic spin liquids with J ≈ 250 K. 
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Plan for talk

7

1. Brief discussion of a theoretical framework for spin liquids in 
weak Mott insulators.

2. Some facts and simple theory at low-T in the organics

3. Proposals for  future experiments. 
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Theoretical approaches to quantum spin liquids in a weak 
Mott insulator
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Approach from insulator

Motrunich, 2005

Various numerics: ring exchange promotes spin liquids (LiMing et al 00, Motrunich 
05, H.-Y. Yang et al, 2010)
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Interacting Fermi fluid: Incorporate correlations with Jastrow factor

ψF (r1σ1, .....rNσN ) =

�

ij

f(ri − rj)ψSlater(r1σ1, .....rNσN ) (1)

Special case: Gutzwiller approximation to lattice Hubbard model; choose

fij = gδij (2)

with g < 1 to weigh down double occupancy of any site.

Alternate: approach from the metal

10
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An interesting point of view
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Obtaining  a Mott insulator from the metal
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ψF = ψsolid
b ψSlater is a spin singlet wavefunction.

Expect spin correlations similar to a metal?

Other wavefunctions:

ψF = ψsolid
b ψBCS describes a different spin liquid state.

Spin correlations similar to a superconductor?

Extreme limit: Completely freeze out all charge fluctuations

ψsolid
b → PG (1)

Gutzwiller projector PG =
�

i(1− ni↑ni↓)
Result: Pure spin wavefunction; can be tested variationally on ring exchange

spin models derived in t/U expansion.

Comments

13
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Picture of Mott transition

14

Metal

Mott spin liquid
near metal

Electrons swimming in 
sea of +vely charged 
ions

Electron charge gets 
pinned to ionic lattice 
while spins continue to 
swim freely.
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Slave boson mean field theory:

Hmf = Hb +Hf (1)

Hb = −tc

�

<ij>

�
b
†
i bj

�
+ U

�

i

ni(ni − 1)

2
(2)

Hf = −
�

<ij>

t
s
ij

�
f
†
i fj + h.c

�
(3)

Correlated metal: tc � U , < b > �= 0.
Mott insulator: U � tc, bosons from a Mott insulator while fermions form

a Fermi surface (i.e, a quantum spin liquid with spinon Fermi surface).
Readily generalize to other distinct quantum spin liquid states (eg BCS

pairing of spinons).

cα = bfα
b: charge-e spin-0 boson (chargon/holon)
f: charge-0 spin-1/2 fermion (spinon)

Formal theory

15

Slave particle representation: 
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Fluctuations: gauge theory
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Specific heat Cv ∼ T
2
3

Spin susceptibility χ ∼ const

Thermal conductivity κ ∼ T
1
3 .

Sharp 2Kf singularities in both spin density f†σf and spinon density f†f .

Properties of this spin liquid (cont’d)
(in d = 2)

17

RPA theory: many papers in the 90s; 
Recent controlled calculation beyond RPA: Mross, McGreevy, Liu, and TS, 
2010. 
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Gauge flux density b ∼ �S1.�S2× �S3 around a plaquette (scalar spin chirality).

Coupling to the internal gauge flux:

External B-field induces coupling to scalar spin chirality at o(t3/U2)

Therefore binternal = αB is induced for the electrically neutral spinons.

α bigger in a weak Mott insulator.

Meaning of gauge flux

18

Wen, Wilczek, Zee, 90; Lee, Nagaosa 91

Motrunich, 2007; also Chitra, Sen, 1990s

Implication: B-field may have both orbital and Zeeman effects in weak Mott spin 
liquids!

Example: Thermal Hall effect (Katsura et al, 2010). 
Thursday, September 22, 2011



Properties of BCS paired spin liquids

19

Spinon pair condensate expels U(1) gauge field*. 

Spin physics similar to that of corresponding paired superconductor
(eg: d-wave paired spinons => spin physics of d-wave BCS SC). 

Vortices of spinon pair condensate: topological defects of the paired spin liquid

However for subtle reasons the vortices have a Z2 character (a vortex is its own 
antivortex):  ``visons” (Ising-like vortex)

* => no simple orbital effect of external B-field, no simple prediction for thermal 
Hall effect. 
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Quantum spin liquids and the Mott transition

20

Spinon FS Metal t/U

Paired SL SC t/U

Can be second order!
(TS,2008; Podolsky, 
Paremakanti, Kim, TS, 09)
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Application to experiment: Spinon FS as a 
universal intermediate temperature `mother’ 

state

21

Spinon FS?

Paired SL?

Low T instability in kappa-ET
at ambient pressure at same 
temperature scale as SC 
instability under pressure

In dmit SL, no SC under pressure down to 1 K => weaker pairing tendency

Instability scale at ambient pressure also suppressed compared to kappa-ET

(Motrunich, 05)

(Lee, Lee, TS, 06)
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Low-T physics of organic spin liquids: some facts and 
some simple theory. 
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cp = γT at low-T

Low-T (ambient pressure): gapless 
excitations

23

ARTICLE   NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms1274

NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | 2:275 | DOI: 10.1038/ncomms1274 | www.nature.com/naturecommunications

© 2011 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved.

CpT ! 1 =  + T2 gives  = 19.9 mJ K ! 2 mol ! 1 and  = 24.1 mJ K ! 4 mol ! 1. 
"e #nite electronic heat capacity coe$cient  in a triangular S-1/2 
spin system suggests that gapless excitations occur from a liquid-
like ground state, similar to the case of -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3

14. 
As Figure 2a shows,  is not seriously a%ected by magnetic #elds 
up to 8 T. "is excludes the possibility that paramagnetic impurity 
spins are the origin of the  term. "e measurement was also per-
formed for over 50 pieces of microcrystals, and the temperature  
and magnetic #eld dependences obtained were almost the same as 
those in Figure 2a. "us, the large heat capacity at low temperatures 
is attributed to the intrinsic properties of this material.

To disclose peculiarity in the thermodynamic properties due to 
spin frustration, Figure 2a also shows the data for two other analo-
gous compounds EtMe3As[Pd(dmit)2]2 and Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, 
together with the data for EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2. "ese salts have 
ordered ground states as are assorted by their transfer energy ratios 
t /t. EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 has a nonmagnetic VBS state below 25 K25, 
whereas EtMe3As[Pd(dmit)2]2 has an antiferromagnetic long-range 
ordering at 23 K26. Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 undergoes a drastic #rst-
order transition accompanied by CO at 70 K27. From the #gure, it is 
evident that these salts with ordered ground states have lower heat 
capacities than EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. Linear extrapolation of the 
data to T = 0 gives a vanishing  term in the heat capacity. "is fact 
demonstrates that the T-linear contribution is observed only in the 
spin-liquid system.

Heat capacity of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 below 1 K. As frustrated 
spin systems may undergo unexpected phase changes in the low-
energy region due to various kinds of many-body e%ects, thermo-
dynamic measurements should be performed at temperatures as low 
as possible. In Figure 2a, we also show heat capacity data obtained in 
the dilution temperature region in the CpT ! 1 vs T2 plot. "ese data 
are displayed in the inset of Figure 2a, wherein a low-temperature 
region is expanded in the same plot. Unexpectedly, a large upturn 
below 1 K masks information about the electron spins. "e magnetic  
#elds tend to reduce this upturn, which is an unusual behaviour as 

a simple Schottky-type heat capacity due to nuclear spins. Figure 2b  
is a logarithmic plot that shows the overall behaviour of CpT ! 1 
below 4 K. "e most plausible explanation for this upturn is rota-
tional motion of methyl (Me) groups in the cation layer. "e Me 
groups have a hindered rotation due to quantum tunnelling in the 
threefold symmetry potential (C3) at low temperatures. "e energy 
levels of the quantum tunnelling states are expressed by irreduc-
ible representation of A, E, and there exists a small energy split-
ting expressed by  between them. "ese levels are coupled with 
nuclear spin states of three protons in the Me group. If the proton 
spins are in equilibrium condition, the total nuclear spins for A and 
E states should be I = 3/2 and I = 1/2, respectively. "e energy split-
ting ( ) is usually very small, in the order of 100 ! 2 eV, and therefore 
produces an increase of heat capacity corresponding to the high- 
temperature tail of the Schottky anomaly below 1 K, as is studied by 
Sorai et al. in some metal complexes containing Me groups28. "e 
upturn observed in EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is considered to have the 
same origin. Application of a magnetic #eld may cause a hyper#ne 
splitting of the nuclear spins and it consequently creates magnetic-
#eld dependence in Cp. However, spin inversion of protons in such 
organic salts has a rather long spin-lattice relaxation time, in the 
order of 101–3 s, so that it cannot be detected accurately by thermal 
relaxation calorimetry technique, in which we usually analyse tem-
perature relaxation behaviours in the similar time scale. "e unu-
sual magnetic #eld dependence of this Schottky anomaly under 
magnetic #elds observed in this compound is probably related to 
the behaviours of nuclear spin levels and to the long time constant  
of proton spin inversion. "is remains speculative because, to the 
best of our knowledge, the detailed magnetic-#eld dependence  
of the heat capacity has not been investigated experimentally. How-
ever, the unexpectedly large heat capacity, which is comparable  
to the electron spin entropy in this limited temperature region,  
suggests that it should be considered separately from the electronic 
system.

"e estimation of  using the dilution temperature data does 
not reveal any change, which implies that the T-linear term with 
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Figure 2 | Low-temperature heat capacities of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. (a) CpT ! 1 versus T2 plot of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (h9-EtMe3Sb) below 2 K obtained 
under 0 T (red squares), 1 T (green filled circles), 2 T (blue diamonds), 5 T (ocher crosses) and 8 T (purple filled circles). This figure contains the data of 
related Pd(dmit)2 salts of EtMe3As[Pd(dmit)2]2(EtMe3As red pluses), EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 (EtMe3P blue crosses) and Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (Et2Me2Sb 
green filled circles), which have ordered ground states for comparison. The fitting lines obtained by using the data of 0 T of each salt are shown by the 
same colours with the data. The existence of a T-linear contribution even in the insulating state of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is observed. A large upturn 
below 1 K that masks the information of the electron spins is probably attributable to the rotational tunnelling of Me groups. The inset figure shows CpT ! 1 
versus T2 plot of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 data below 0.7 K, where a large upturn with magnetic field dependence appears. The data obtained under 0 T (red 
squares), 1 T (green filled circles), 2 T (blue diamonds), 5 T (ocher crosses), 8 T (purple filled circles) and 10 T (orange squares) are plotted. (b) The overall 
behaviour of CpT ! 1 below 4 K of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (h9-EtMe3Sb) and its deuterated compound of d9-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (d9-EtMe3Sb) in a logarithmic 
plot. The data under 0 T (red squares), 1 T (green filled circles) and 2 T (blue diamonds) of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is shown by the same symbols as in (a). 
The data obtained under 0 T (purple crosses) and 2 T (ocher filled circles) of d9-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 are compared in the same plot. The upturn has 
been reduced down to about few percent by deuteration. The origin of the upturn is extrinsic for the discussion of electronic spins and is attributed to the 
existence of rotational tunnelling levels of Me groups in the cation.

Linear-T specific heat in a
Mott insulator!

Data extends to < 1 K << J = 220 - 250 K. 

S. Yamashita et al, Nat. Comm., 2011S. Yamashita et al, Nat Phys, 08

kappa-ET
dmit
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 Do gapless excitations carry spin? 
Example  κ-E T (similar in dmit)

Shimuzu, Kanoda et al, 2003 S. Yamashita et al, Nat Phys 08
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κ = 1
3Cvl

Estimate velocity v ≈ Ja to get mean free path l ≈ 50a ≈ 500A.

Are gapless excitations mobile? 

25

exponential decay of the NMR relaxation indicates
inhomogeneous distributions of spin excitations
(22), which may obscure the intrinsic properties
of the QSL. A phase transition possibly associated
with the charge degree of freedom at ~6 K further
complicates the situation (23). Meanwhile, in
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (dmit-131) such a transi-
tion is likely to be absent, and a muchmore homo-
geneous QSL state is attained at low temperatures
(4, 5). As a further merit, dmit-131 (Fig. 1B) has
a cousinmaterial Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (dmit-221)
with a similar crystal structure (Fig. 1C), which
exhibits a nonmagnetic charge-ordered state with
a large excitation gap below 70 K (24). A com-
parison between these two related materials will
therefore offer us the opportunity to single out
genuine features of the QSL state believed to be
realized in dmit-131.

Measuring thermal transport is highly advan-
tageous for probing the low-lying elementary
excitations in QSLs, because it is free from the
nuclear Schottky contribution that plagues the
heat capacity measurements at low temperatures
(21). Moreover, it is sensitive exclusively to itin-
erant spin excitations that carry entropy, which
provides important information on the nature of the

spin correlation and spin-mediated heat transport.
Indeed, highly unusual transport properties includ-
ing the ballistic energy propagation have been re-
ported in a 1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg system (25).

The temperature dependence of the thermal
conductivity kxx divided by Tof a dmit-131 single
crystal displays a steep increase followed by a
rapid decrease after showing a pronounced maxi-
mum at Tg ~ 1 K (Fig. 2A). The heat is carried
primarily by phonons (kxx

ph) and spin-mediated
contributions (kxx

spin). The phonon contribution
can be estimated from the data of the nonmagnetic
state in a dmit-221 crystal with similar dimensions,
which should have a negligibly small kxx

spin. In
dmit-221, kxx

ph/T exhibits a broad peak at around
1 K, which appears when the phonon conduction
grows rapidly and is limited by the sample bound-
aries. On the other hand, kxx/Tof dmit-131, which
well exceeds kxx

ph/T of dmit-221, indicates a sub-
stantial contribution of spin-mediated heat con-
duction below 10K. This observation is reinforced
by the large magnetic field dependence of kxx of
dmit-131, as discussed below (Fig. 3A). Figure
2B shows a peak in the kxx versus T plot for dmit-
131, which is absent in dmit-221. We therefore
conclude that kxx

spin and kxx
spin/T in dmit-131 have

a peak structure at Tg ~ 1 K, which characterizes
the excitation spectrum.

The low-energy excitation spectrum can be
inferred from the thermal conductivity in the low-
temperature regime. In dmit-131, kxx/T at low
temperatures is well fitted by kxx/T= k00/T + bT2

(Fig. 2C), where b is a constant. The presence of a
residual value in kxx/T at T!0 K, k00/T, is clearly
resolved. The distinct presence of a nonzero k00/T
term is also confirmed by plotting kxx/T versus T
(Fig. 2D). In sharp contrast, in dmit-221, a corre-
sponding residual k00/T is absent and only a pho-
non contribution is observed (26). The residual
thermal conductivity in the zero-temperature limit
immediately implies that the excitation from the
ground state is gapless, and the associated correla-
tion function has a long-range algebraic (power-law)
dependence. We note that the temperature depen-
dence of kxx/T in dmit-131 is markedly different
from that in k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, in which
the exponential behavior of kxx/Tassociated with
the formation of excitation gap is observed (18).

Key information on the nature of elementary
excitations is further provided by the field depen-
dence of kxx. Because it is expected that kxx

ph is
hardly influenced by the magnetic field, particu-
larly at very low temperatures, the field depen-
dence is governed by kxx

spin(H) (26). The obtained
H-dependence, kxx(H), at low temperatures is
quite unusual (Fig. 3A). At the lowest temperature,
kxx(H) at low fields is insensitive toH but displays
a steep increase above a characteristic magnetic
fieldHg ~ 2 T. At higher temperatures close to Tg,
this behavior is less pronounced, and at 1K kxx(H)
increases with H nearly linearly. The observed
field dependence implies that some spin-gap–like
excitations are also present at low temperatures,
along with the gapless excitations inferred from
the residual k00/T. The energy scale of the gap is
characterized by mBHg, which is comparable to
kBTg. Thus, it is natural to associate the observed
zero-field peak in kxx(T)/Tat Tgwith the excitation
gap formation.

Next we examined a dynamical aspect of the
spin-mediated heat transport. An important ques-
tion is whether the observed energy transfer via
elementary excitations is diffusive or ballistic. In
the 1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg system, the ballistic
energy propagation occurs as a result of the con-
servation of energy current (25). Assuming the
kinetic approximation, the thermal conductivity
is written as kxx

spin = Csvs‘s /3, where Cs is the spe-
cific heat, vs is the velocity, and ‘s is themean free
path of the quasiparticles responsible for the ele-
mentary excitations. We tried to estimate ‘s sim-
ply by assuming that the linear term in the thermal
conductivity arises from the fermionic excitations,
in analogy with excitations near the Fermi surface
in metals. The residual term is written as k00/T ~
(kB

2/da!)‘s, where d (~3 nm) and a (~1 nm) are
interlayer and nearest-neighbor spin distance. We
assumed the linear energy dispersion e(k)= !vsk,
a 2D density of states and a Fermi energy com-
parable to J (26). From the observed k00/T, we
find that ‘s reaches as long as ~1 mm, indicating
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Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of kxx(T)/T (A) and kxx(T) (B) of dmit-131 (pink) and dmit-221
(green) below 10 K in zero field [kxx(T) is the thermal conductivity]. A clear peak in kxx/T is observed in
dmit-131 at Tg ~ 1 K, which is also seen as a hump in kxx. Lower temperature plot of kxx(T)/T as a function
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Fig. 3. (A) Field dependence of
thermal conductivity normalized
by the zero field value, [kxx(H) –
kxx(0)]/kxx(0) of dmit-131 at low
temperatures. (Inset) The heat cur-
rent Q was applied within the 2D
plane, and the magnetic field H was
perpendicular to the plane. kxx and
kxy were determined by diagonal
and off-diagonal temperature gra-
dients, DTx and DTy, respectively.
(B) Thermal-Hall angle tanq(H) =
kxy/(kxx – kxxph)as a function ofH at
0.23 K (blue), 0.70 K (green), and
1.0 K (red).
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dmit quantum spin liquid

Gapless excitations are mobile in dmit spin liquid!
(More discussion of kappa-ET later). 

M. Yamashita et al,
Science 2010 

Dramatic result - metallic 
thermal transport in a 
Mott insulator. 
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Simplest option: dx2−y2 pairing into a state with gapless nodal spinons.

Impurities - spin physics described by ‘dirty d-wave’ theory.

Spin susceptibility χ → const, Wilson ratio ∼ 1 confirmed by expt.
Predict metallic thermal conductivity κ/T = const partially confirmed ex-

periment on dmit.

Low T instability in spin liquid organics: 
pairing instability of spinon FS?

26

Grover, 
Trivedi, 
TS, Lee, 
2010

heat with !!15 mJ K!2 mol!1, we estimate an impurity-
scattering rate "#0.25kBT!!1.5 K. While " is reasonably
small compared to superconducting gap it is appreciable
enough to generate a constant density of states at low energy
and lead to an apparent Fermi-liquidlike behavior in the spe-
cific heat at the lowest temperatures accessible, consistent
with the experiments.4 The experiments also apparently
show that the low-temperature linear specific heat is insensi-
tive to magnetic fields up to about 8 T. This poses a difficulty
for the present theory as the Zeeman coupling to the field is
expected to increase the low-energy density of states. Indeed
the prior proposal of an “Amperean” paired state14 was
partly motivated by the insensitivity of the specific heat to a
magnetic field. However as discussed below the Amperean
pairing has some difficulty with describing the superconduct-
ing state that develops under pressure.

Thermal conductivity. Nodal spinons "as also dirty d-wave
superconductors# lead to a finite “universal” metallic thermal
conductivity $$T as T!0. In practice however observation
of this effect requires low temperatures to eliminate the pho-
non contribution. In thermal transport measurements on
$CN, a plot of $ /T as a function of T2 of data above 1 K
indeed extrapolates to a constant in the zero-temperature
limit. However, data for T#0.5 K rapidly extrapolates to
zero and has been interpreted as evidence for a gap.23 We do
not have an explanation of this phenomenon.

Field induced inhomogeneity. At ambient pressure, NMR
studies of $CN show the development of a magnetic-field
induced inhomogeneity.3 Within our theory this may be ra-
tionalized as follows. Due to the effect proposed by
Motrunich,24 the external magnetic field induces an internal
magnetic field for the spinons which can lead to vortices
"visons# of the spinon pair condensate. The resulting “mixed
state” is inhomogeneous that occurs below the pairing scale
and increases in proportion to the field.

T=0 phase diagram under pressure and superconductiv-
ity. In general, pressure increases the ratio t /U, which im-
plies an increase in J4 /J2 leading to suppression of the pair
amplitude. Thus increasing pressure suppresses the pairing
transition. Increasing pressure also leads to an insulator-to-
metal transition. Clearly two situations are possible depend-
ing on whether the pair order is killed before or after this
metal-insulator transition. In the latter case superconductivity
will be obtained in the metal close to the Mott phase bound-

ary. We propose that this is realized in $CN. On the other
hand, superconductivity has not been found in DMIT under
pressure. We suggest that in this material the pair order is
killed under pressure before the metal-insulator transition.
An interesting experimental test of this suggestion is to study
the Mott insulating phase of DMIT at pressures just below
the metal-insulator phase boundary. Here the spinon Fermi-
surface state, with its characteristic signatures such as, for
instance, the T2/3 heat capacity "produced by gauge fluctua-
tions# will then survive to low T without any pairing transi-
tion.

If the pairing extends into the metallic phase the super-
conductor that results will also have dx2!y2 symmetry and
will "for an ideal isotropic triangular lattice# break lattice
rotational symmetry. The spinons of the insulator now be-
come the nodal Bogoliubov quasiparticles of this d-wave su-
perconductor. Thus, the low-temperature specific heat and
spin susceptibilities of the superconductor will behave simi-
larly to that of the spin-liquid insulator. Further the NMR
relaxation rate 1 /T1T$T2 for T%" "the impurity-scattering
rate# and will saturate to a constant at the lowest tempera-
tures. The former is in agreement with existing data on $CN
for T close to Tc.5 Such a relaxation rate is not expected
within the alternate Amperean paired state,14 making it diffi-
cult to connect the pairing transition in the spin liquid with
that in the metal. The NMR data5 also shows that the Knight
shift is only weakly suppressed on entering the supercon-
ducting state. However this may be due to complications
associated with sample heating.25

V. FINITE-T PHASE DIAGRAM

For an ideal isotropic triangular lattice the broken discrete
rotational symmetry of the nodal d-wave state leads to an
interesting finite-temperature phase diagram as shown in
Fig. 5. Let the pairing field &â"r!#= %cr!"cr!+â#!cr!#cr!+â"& on the

FIG. 4. Schematic sketch of the expected specific-heat curve.
The left panel shows the mean-field behavior. The full line is in the
clean limit and the dashed line the modification due to impurity
scattering. The right panel shows the expected behavior when gauge
fluctuations beyond mean field are included.

FIG. 5. Schematic pressure-temperature phase diagram for the
nodal d-wave state. Figure "a#/"b# corresponds to the case when the
pair order is killed before/after the Mott transition "denoted by
“'”#. Phase I corresponds to the finite-temperature threefold
symmetry-breaking nematic insulator. The details of the regions II
and II! are determined by the nature of the Mott transition and/or
finite-T crossover phenomena associated with the FL/PFL. We do
not discuss it in this paper "please see Ref. 26 for a theory of region
II#. The phase III has long-range nematic order and power-law su-
perconducting order while in the region IV both these orders have
only power-law correlations. Please see the text for discussion of
the associated phase transitions.
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Weak Mott insulators on the triangular lattice: Possibility of a gapless nematic quantum
spin liquid
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We study the energetics of Gutzwiller projected BCS states of various symmetries for the triangular lattice
antiferromagnet with a four-particle ring exchange using variational Monte Carlo methods. In a range of
parameters the energetically favored state is found to be a projected dx2!y2 paired state which breaks lattice
rotational symmetry. We show that the properties of this nematic or orientationally ordered paired spin-liquid
state as a function of temperature and pressure can account for many of the experiments on organic materials.
We also study the ring-exchange model with ferromagnetic Heisenberg exchange and find that among the
studied ansätze, a projected f-wave state is the most favorable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years the quasi-two-dimensional !2D" or-
ganic salts "-!ET"2Cu2!CN"3 and EtMe3Sb#Pd!dmit"2$2 !ab-
breviated, respectively, as "CN and DMIT in the paper" have
emerged as possible realizations of Mott insulators in the
long sought “quantum spin-liquid” state.1–8 These layered
materials are believed to be well described by the single
band Hubbard model on a nearly isotropic triangular lattice.
At ambient pressure they are Mott insulators which do not
order magnetically down to temperatures %30 mK !much
lower than the exchange J%250 K inferred from high-
temperature susceptibility".1,8 The low-temperature phase is
characterized by a linear T-dependent heat capacity and a
finite spin susceptibility just like in a metal !even though the
material is insulating" !Refs. 1, 4, and 6" indicating the pres-
ence of low-lying spin excitations. There is a sharp crossover
or possibly a phase transition at a low temperature &5 K
signaled by a peak in the heat capacity and the onset of a
drop in the susceptibility.1,4 Further an external magnetic
field induces inhomogeneity that is evidenced by a broaden-
ing of the NMR line.3 Application of moderate pressure
!&0.5 GPa" induces a transition to a superconductor !"CN"
or metal !DMIT".2

Broadly speaking a spin-liquid ground state of a Mott
insulator cannot be smoothly deformed to the ground state of
any electronic band insulator. The theoretical possibility of
quantum spin liquids has been appreciated for a long time.9

Many sharply distinct spin-liquid phases are possible. Fur-
ther, any quantum spin-liquid state possesses exotic excita-
tions with fractional quantum number and various associated
topological structures. The distinction between different
quantum spin-liquid phases is reflected in distinctions of the
structure of the low-energy effective theory of these excita-
tions.

Currently the most promising candidate materials all seem
to share a few key properties. First, they are weak Mott in-
sulator that are easily driven metallic by application of pres-
sure. Second, they appear to have gapless spin-carrying ex-
citations. We are thus lead to study possible gapless spin-
liquid behavior in weak Mott insulators to understand these
materials.

At this point, several questions arise: what is a good de-
scription of the putative spin-liquid Mott state seen in experi-
ments mentioned above? What is the connection between the
superconducting !SC" state and the underlying spin-liquid
state that becomes unstable upon applying pressure? What is
the nature of the finite-temperature transitions/crossovers?
We find, using a variational Monte Carlo analysis of the
energetics of several possible wave functions for a spin
Hamiltonian with Heisenberg and ring-exchange interactions
that the nodal d-wave projected BCS state is the best candi-
date for the spin liquid. This state has gapless spin excita-
tions and can naturally explain many of the experiments in
"CN though a number of open questions remain. We also
study the antiferromagnetic J4, ferromagnetic J2 model, and
find that among the studied ansätze, a projected f-wave state
is most favorable. This may have bearing on the explanation
of the observed gapless spin-liquid behavior in He-3 films.12

A. Summary of results

Our results are based on the model Hamiltonian,10

H = 2J2 '
(rr!)

S!r . S!r! + J4'
!

!P1234 + H.c." = J2H2
!+ J4H4

!.

!1"

Here S!r are spin-1/2 operators at the sites of a triangular
lattice. The second term sums over all elementary parallelo-
grams and P1234 performs a cyclic exchange of the four spins
at the sites of the parallelogram. The multiple ring exchange
is expected to be significant due to the proximity to the Mott
transition in the organics. It is known that the three sublattice
Neel order vanishes beyond a critical J4 /J2&0.1 !Ref. 11"
that can lead to novel spin-liquid phases with no long-range
spin order.

We study various paired spin-liquid states for the J2–J4
model using variational Monte Carlo calculations. In terms
of wave functions, paired states may be described by
Gutzwiller projected BCS states. Two natural states !which
retain the full symmetry of the triangular lattice" are pro-
jected singlet dx2!y2 + idxy and nodal triplet fx3!3xy2 wave
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mined by minimizing the energy. The minimization is done
as follows. We first calculate the expectation value of the
two-particle exchange term H2

! and the four-particle ex-
change term H4

! in Eq. !1" separately for a discrete set of
values !!n ,"0n" such that !min#!n#!max, "min#"0n
#"max. The ranges for !min/max ,"0min/max are chosen based
on a preliminary minimization of the energy Evar such that
the optimum values !̄, "0 lie within this range for all value
of J4 /J2 we are interested in. Having obtained the discretized
functions H2

!!!n ,"0n" and H4
!!!n ,"0n", the optimization for

any particular value of J4 /J2 is achieved by simply picking
the minimum of the function J2H2

!!!n ,"0n"+J4H4
!!!n ,"0n".

The properties of the three superconducting gap functions
are as follows: the dx2!y2 + idxy state is invariant under spin
rotation, lattice rotation, and translation symmetries, but
breaks both time reversal and parity. After projection it cor-
responds to the “chiral spin-liquid” state.19 The dx2!y2 state is
a spin singlet with a cos!2$" angular dependence !$ is the
angle subtended by a bond". It breaks lattice rotational sym-
metry while preserving translations and time reversal. Fi-
nally, the triplet fx3!3xy2-wave state has orbital part varying as
cos!3$" while in spin space it has zero projection along a
quantization axis. This breaks spin rotation but preserves all

the lattice symmetries and time reversal. Both dx2!y2 and
fx3!3xy2 possess nodes along the Fermi surface in k space
while dx2!y2 + idxy is fully gapped. Figure 1 shows the angular
dependence of the SC gap "rr! corresponding these three
states on the triangular lattice.

III. RESULTS

A. Antiferromagnetic J2

Figure 2!a" shows the difference %E=EPBCS!EPFL for the
three paired states, namely, projected dx2!y2 + idxy, fx3!3xy2,
and dx2!y2. Clearly for J4 /J2&0.25 the projected Fermi liquid
!PFL" is the best variational state. Interestingly, for a wide
range of parameters 0.10'J4 /J2'0.23 the projected dx2!y2

wins over the projected Fermi liquid as well as the other two
paired states. In the regime, 0.23'J4 /J2'0.25, the error
bars preclude any conclusion. Figure 2!b" shows the optimal
value of the gap parameter "0 for these three states. Consis-
tent with the results for optimal energy, "0#0 for J4 /J2
&0.25 while for 0.10'J4 /J2'0.23 the state dx2!y2 has a
nonzero and largest value of "0 among all paired states. For
smaller values of J4 /J2!'0.10", it is expected that the spin-
rotation symmetry-breaking spiral state would be the ground
state of H.11 In addition, we also studied a projected Fermi
liquid with staggered flux ( through alternate triangular
plaquettes. We found that the energy has minima at (
=0,) and that the 0 flux state $*%PFL is always lower in
energy than the ) flux state for all values of J4 /J2.

Heuristically, large values of J4 /J2 favors delocalization
of electrons. Thus, it is not surprising that PFL is the ground
state for large J4 /J2. Since J2+0, the triplet paired f-wave
state is expected to be unfavorable, consistent with our re-
sults. Further, the electrons are more delocalized in the nodal
dx2!y2 compared to dx2!y2 + idxy since the latter is fully
gapped. Thus for values of J4 /J2 not so small as to induce
spiral order for spins but small enough that PFL is destabi-
lized, our result that a projected nodal paired state is favored
seems reasonable. Our results connect well with earlier

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of superconducting order param-
eter for the dx2!y2, dx2!y2 + idxy, and fx3!3xy2 states.
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a 10,11 lattice with antiperiodic boundary conditions using the standard METROPOLIS Monte Carlo !Ref. 21" with 105 sweeps. !b" Gap
parameter "0 for various paired states in units of t.
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exponential decay of the NMR relaxation indicates
inhomogeneous distributions of spin excitations
(22), which may obscure the intrinsic properties
of the QSL. A phase transition possibly associated
with the charge degree of freedom at ~6 K further
complicates the situation (23). Meanwhile, in
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (dmit-131) such a transi-
tion is likely to be absent, and a muchmore homo-
geneous QSL state is attained at low temperatures
(4, 5). As a further merit, dmit-131 (Fig. 1B) has
a cousinmaterial Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 (dmit-221)
with a similar crystal structure (Fig. 1C), which
exhibits a nonmagnetic charge-ordered state with
a large excitation gap below 70 K (24). A com-
parison between these two related materials will
therefore offer us the opportunity to single out
genuine features of the QSL state believed to be
realized in dmit-131.

Measuring thermal transport is highly advan-
tageous for probing the low-lying elementary
excitations in QSLs, because it is free from the
nuclear Schottky contribution that plagues the
heat capacity measurements at low temperatures
(21). Moreover, it is sensitive exclusively to itin-
erant spin excitations that carry entropy, which
provides important information on the nature of the

spin correlation and spin-mediated heat transport.
Indeed, highly unusual transport properties includ-
ing the ballistic energy propagation have been re-
ported in a 1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg system (25).

The temperature dependence of the thermal
conductivity kxx divided by Tof a dmit-131 single
crystal displays a steep increase followed by a
rapid decrease after showing a pronounced maxi-
mum at Tg ~ 1 K (Fig. 2A). The heat is carried
primarily by phonons (kxx

ph) and spin-mediated
contributions (kxx

spin). The phonon contribution
can be estimated from the data of the nonmagnetic
state in a dmit-221 crystal with similar dimensions,
which should have a negligibly small kxx

spin. In
dmit-221, kxx

ph/T exhibits a broad peak at around
1 K, which appears when the phonon conduction
grows rapidly and is limited by the sample bound-
aries. On the other hand, kxx/Tof dmit-131, which
well exceeds kxx

ph/T of dmit-221, indicates a sub-
stantial contribution of spin-mediated heat con-
duction below 10K. This observation is reinforced
by the large magnetic field dependence of kxx of
dmit-131, as discussed below (Fig. 3A). Figure
2B shows a peak in the kxx versus T plot for dmit-
131, which is absent in dmit-221. We therefore
conclude that kxx

spin and kxx
spin/T in dmit-131 have

a peak structure at Tg ~ 1 K, which characterizes
the excitation spectrum.

The low-energy excitation spectrum can be
inferred from the thermal conductivity in the low-
temperature regime. In dmit-131, kxx/T at low
temperatures is well fitted by kxx/T= k00/T + bT2

(Fig. 2C), where b is a constant. The presence of a
residual value in kxx/T at T!0 K, k00/T, is clearly
resolved. The distinct presence of a nonzero k00/T
term is also confirmed by plotting kxx/T versus T
(Fig. 2D). In sharp contrast, in dmit-221, a corre-
sponding residual k00/T is absent and only a pho-
non contribution is observed (26). The residual
thermal conductivity in the zero-temperature limit
immediately implies that the excitation from the
ground state is gapless, and the associated correla-
tion function has a long-range algebraic (power-law)
dependence. We note that the temperature depen-
dence of kxx/T in dmit-131 is markedly different
from that in k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3, in which
the exponential behavior of kxx/Tassociated with
the formation of excitation gap is observed (18).

Key information on the nature of elementary
excitations is further provided by the field depen-
dence of kxx. Because it is expected that kxx

ph is
hardly influenced by the magnetic field, particu-
larly at very low temperatures, the field depen-
dence is governed by kxx

spin(H) (26). The obtained
H-dependence, kxx(H), at low temperatures is
quite unusual (Fig. 3A). At the lowest temperature,
kxx(H) at low fields is insensitive toH but displays
a steep increase above a characteristic magnetic
fieldHg ~ 2 T. At higher temperatures close to Tg,
this behavior is less pronounced, and at 1K kxx(H)
increases with H nearly linearly. The observed
field dependence implies that some spin-gap–like
excitations are also present at low temperatures,
along with the gapless excitations inferred from
the residual k00/T. The energy scale of the gap is
characterized by mBHg, which is comparable to
kBTg. Thus, it is natural to associate the observed
zero-field peak in kxx(T)/Tat Tgwith the excitation
gap formation.

Next we examined a dynamical aspect of the
spin-mediated heat transport. An important ques-
tion is whether the observed energy transfer via
elementary excitations is diffusive or ballistic. In
the 1D spin-1/2 Heisenberg system, the ballistic
energy propagation occurs as a result of the con-
servation of energy current (25). Assuming the
kinetic approximation, the thermal conductivity
is written as kxx

spin = Csvs‘s /3, where Cs is the spe-
cific heat, vs is the velocity, and ‘s is themean free
path of the quasiparticles responsible for the ele-
mentary excitations. We tried to estimate ‘s sim-
ply by assuming that the linear term in the thermal
conductivity arises from the fermionic excitations,
in analogy with excitations near the Fermi surface
in metals. The residual term is written as k00/T ~
(kB

2/da!)‘s, where d (~3 nm) and a (~1 nm) are
interlayer and nearest-neighbor spin distance. We
assumed the linear energy dispersion e(k)= !vsk,
a 2D density of states and a Fermi energy com-
parable to J (26). From the observed k00/T, we
find that ‘s reaches as long as ~1 mm, indicating
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Fig. 3. (A) Field dependence of
thermal conductivity normalized
by the zero field value, [kxx(H) –
kxx(0)]/kxx(0) of dmit-131 at low
temperatures. (Inset) The heat cur-
rent Q was applied within the 2D
plane, and the magnetic field H was
perpendicular to the plane. kxx and
kxy were determined by diagonal
and off-diagonal temperature gra-
dients, DTx and DTy, respectively.
(B) Thermal-Hall angle tanq(H) =
kxy/(kxx – kxxph)as a function ofH at
0.23 K (blue), 0.70 K (green), and
1.0 K (red).
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FIG. 3. The field dependence of the normalized thermal
conductivity in sample 1 for different temperatures. Deviation
from the horizontal line marks Hc2. Note the gradual apparition
of a dip at low temperatures.

density of states of quasiparticles traveling perpendicular
to the vortex axes. Note that, according to this bulk
probe of superconductivity, Hc2 becomes temperature
independent below 1 K.
The main part of the initial field-induced decrease of

thermal conductivity is due to the effect of the magnetic
field on the phonon mean-free path. However, an esti-
mation of the dominant phonon wavelength at low tem-
peratures (lph � h̄ys

kBT
� 240 nm�K) exceeds by 2 orders

of magnitude the coherence length at T � 0.62 K so that
no vortex scattering of phonons is expected. This is con-
firmed by the regular decrease in k�H� up to fields of a
few teslas. The vortex scattering of heat carriers has been
reported in much smaller fields with long intervortex dis-
tances [19]. Here, the observed field-induced decrease is
a result of the scattering of phonons by electronic excita-
tions including those which are extended out of the vortex
cores. As first pointed out by Volovik [20], the enhance-
ment of these latter delocalized electronic excitations by
a magnetic field due to a Doppler shift in quasiparticle
spectrum dominates the properties of the mixed state of
unconventional superconductors [21].

Evidence for unconventional superconductivity comes
from our low-temperature results. Figure 4 presents the
low-temperature behavior of thermal conductivity in nor-
mal and superconducting states for the two samples. The
remarkable feature of the figure is the presence of a finite
linear term in the thermal conductivity of the superconduct-
ing state indicative of a residual electronic contribution. In
both samples the magnitude of this term is a sizeable frac-
tion of the normal electronic term. For sample 1, we ex-
tended our zero-field measurements down to T � 0.16 K
and found that, for T , 0.27, k�T � presents an aT 1
bT

3 temperature dependence with a � ks

e
�T � 0.20 6

0.09 mW�K2 cm and b � 11 6 5 mW�K4 cm. The large
uncertainties are mainly due to the geometric factor. The
cubic term gives an estimation of the maximum phonon
mean-free path using the kinetics gas equation kph �
1
3 cphyslph, where cph � bT

3 is the lattice specific heat
(b � 23.6 mJ�K4 cm3 [22]) and ys is the velocity of
sound (ys � 5.103 m�s [23]). This yields lph � 28 mm
which is comparable to the sample thickness (�20 mm).
In the normal state, due to the lack of data for T , 0.25 K
the extraction of the kn

e
�T value at T � 0 is less straight-

forward. But one can reasonably expect that the ballistic
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FIG. 3. The field dependence of the normalized thermal
conductivity in sample 1 for different temperatures. Deviation
from the horizontal line marks Hc2. Note the gradual apparition
of a dip at low temperatures.

density of states of quasiparticles traveling perpendicular
to the vortex axes. Note that, according to this bulk
probe of superconductivity, Hc2 becomes temperature
independent below 1 K.
The main part of the initial field-induced decrease of

thermal conductivity is due to the effect of the magnetic
field on the phonon mean-free path. However, an esti-
mation of the dominant phonon wavelength at low tem-
peratures (lph � h̄ys

kBT
� 240 nm�K) exceeds by 2 orders

of magnitude the coherence length at T � 0.62 K so that
no vortex scattering of phonons is expected. This is con-
firmed by the regular decrease in k�H� up to fields of a
few teslas. The vortex scattering of heat carriers has been
reported in much smaller fields with long intervortex dis-
tances [19]. Here, the observed field-induced decrease is
a result of the scattering of phonons by electronic excita-
tions including those which are extended out of the vortex
cores. As first pointed out by Volovik [20], the enhance-
ment of these latter delocalized electronic excitations by
a magnetic field due to a Doppler shift in quasiparticle
spectrum dominates the properties of the mixed state of
unconventional superconductors [21].

Evidence for unconventional superconductivity comes
from our low-temperature results. Figure 4 presents the
low-temperature behavior of thermal conductivity in nor-
mal and superconducting states for the two samples. The
remarkable feature of the figure is the presence of a finite
linear term in the thermal conductivity of the superconduct-
ing state indicative of a residual electronic contribution. In
both samples the magnitude of this term is a sizeable frac-
tion of the normal electronic term. For sample 1, we ex-
tended our zero-field measurements down to T � 0.16 K
and found that, for T , 0.27, k�T � presents an aT 1
bT

3 temperature dependence with a � ks

e
�T � 0.20 6

0.09 mW�K2 cm and b � 11 6 5 mW�K4 cm. The large
uncertainties are mainly due to the geometric factor. The
cubic term gives an estimation of the maximum phonon
mean-free path using the kinetics gas equation kph �
1
3 cphyslph, where cph � bT

3 is the lattice specific heat
(b � 23.6 mJ�K4 cm3 [22]) and ys is the velocity of
sound (ys � 5.103 m�s [23]). This yields lph � 28 mm
which is comparable to the sample thickness (�20 mm).
In the normal state, due to the lack of data for T , 0.25 K
the extraction of the kn

e
�T value at T � 0 is less straight-

forward. But one can reasonably expect that the ballistic
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Very similar data above 0.2 K

Origin of very low-T downturn - an eventual small gap? loss of thermal contact with 
spins? 
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Figure 1 | Crystal structure of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. a, Side view of the crystal structure of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. 2D magnetic Pd(dmit)2 layers are

separated by non-magnetic layers of the closed-shell monovalent cation EtMe3Sb. b, Top view of the crystal structure of the Pd(dmit)2 layer. The

Pd(dmit)2 molecules are strongly dimerized (the pairs are denoted by dashed ovals). One electron with a 1/2-spin is localized on each [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimer.

The arrows (tB, ts and tr) indicate the transfer-integral network between the molecular orbitals of the [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimers. The three transfer integrals are

non-equivalent but close to each other
2
. c, Localized spin model applicable to EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. Three exchange interactions (JB, Js and Jr) are close to

each other, reflecting the values of tB, ts and tr. The exchange interactions are estimated to be 220–250K (ref. 2).

is the stretching exponent. The decrease in β means that the

relaxation function becomes non-single-exponential, indicating the

distribution of the relaxation. This distribution increases from

about 20K and reaches a maximum around 1K on cooling. In

Fig. 2, we also show the relaxation rate determined from the initial

decay slope of the relaxation curve. The difference between the two

relaxation rates shows the degree of the distribution.

In spite of the distribution, it is clear from Fig. 2 that there is

an obvious kink in the temperature dependence of T−1

1
at around

1.0 K. This strongly suggests that a phase transition occurs at

this temperature. As no discontinuous jump is observed in the

temperature dependence of T−1

1
, this is not a first-order but a

continuous transition. The important point to note here is that

continuous phase transitions always involve essential changes of

states, that is, symmetry breaking and/or topological ordering.

Therefore, our result indicates that the gapless spin liquid changes

to an essentially different spin state with symmetry breaking and/or

topological ordering.

This instability is not considered to be classical magnetic

ordering, because the anomaly in T−1

1
is not a critical divergence.

Spectral analysis directly proves this point. Figure 4 shows the NMR

spectra down to 19.4mK. The transition around 1.0 K does not

affect the spectral shape; all of the spectra are largely the same

over the whole temperature region and the spectral tails are at

most within ±50 kHz. This width is much smaller than the scale

of the hyperfine coupling constant of the
13
C sites, which is about

9×10
2
kHz/µB (ref. 2), whereµB is the Bohr magneton. Therefore,

classical spin ordering and freezing are clearly absent down to

19.4mK, which proves that the present instability differs from

classical ordering/freezing.

The high-temperature phase above the transition does not have a

spin gap, because T−1

1
does not vanish in the low-temperature limit.

In contrast, the low-temperature phase below the transition
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Figure 2 | Temperature dependence of the 13C nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation rate of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. The main graph shows the

13
C nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate T−1

1
of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, and

the inset graph shows (T1T)−1
, where T is temperature. The circles indicate

the values determined from the stretched-exponential analysis (see text),

and the squares denote the values determined from the initial decay slopes

of the relaxation curves. The dark blue circles and dark red squares are

obtained from the present measurements below 1.75 K in a dilution

refrigerator. For clarity, we did the same analysis for previously reported
2

higher-temperature data above 1.37 K, and show them here as light blue

circles and light red squares. Inset: Pd(dmit)2 molecule with selective

substitution of the
13
C isotope for the present

13
C-NMR measurement.
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Itou et al, Nat Phys 2010

T-dependence not expected for fermionic 
spin carriers with constant density of 
states. 

In same T-H range get metallic thermal 
transport. 

Puzzle: why is whatever is 
carrying the heat apparently not 
able to relax the nuclear spin? 

Suggestions in literature: May be gapless excitations are 
spinless `Majorana’ fermions, other more exotic. 
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γ = 20mJ/molK2 gives density of states

1
T1

≈ π�kBT
2 (AµB)2 (ρ(Ef )

2

Hyperfine coupling A ≈ 900kHz/µB

(high-T NMR, etc)

1
T1T

≈ 10−5s−1K−1

A resolution

Estimate expected NMR relaxation rate based on measured density of states 
of mobile fermions and available estimates of hyperfine coupling.  
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CpT ! 1 =  + T2 gives  = 19.9 mJ K ! 2 mol ! 1 and  = 24.1 mJ K ! 4 mol ! 1. 
"e #nite electronic heat capacity coe$cient  in a triangular S-1/2 
spin system suggests that gapless excitations occur from a liquid-
like ground state, similar to the case of -(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3

14. 
As Figure 2a shows,  is not seriously a%ected by magnetic #elds 
up to 8 T. "is excludes the possibility that paramagnetic impurity 
spins are the origin of the  term. "e measurement was also per-
formed for over 50 pieces of microcrystals, and the temperature  
and magnetic #eld dependences obtained were almost the same as 
those in Figure 2a. "us, the large heat capacity at low temperatures 
is attributed to the intrinsic properties of this material.

To disclose peculiarity in the thermodynamic properties due to 
spin frustration, Figure 2a also shows the data for two other analo-
gous compounds EtMe3As[Pd(dmit)2]2 and Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, 
together with the data for EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2. "ese salts have 
ordered ground states as are assorted by their transfer energy ratios 
t /t. EtMe3P[Pd(dmit)2]2 has a nonmagnetic VBS state below 25 K25, 
whereas EtMe3As[Pd(dmit)2]2 has an antiferromagnetic long-range 
ordering at 23 K26. Et2Me2Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 undergoes a drastic #rst-
order transition accompanied by CO at 70 K27. From the #gure, it is 
evident that these salts with ordered ground states have lower heat 
capacities than EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. Linear extrapolation of the 
data to T = 0 gives a vanishing  term in the heat capacity. "is fact 
demonstrates that the T-linear contribution is observed only in the 
spin-liquid system.

Heat capacity of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 below 1 K. As frustrated 
spin systems may undergo unexpected phase changes in the low-
energy region due to various kinds of many-body e%ects, thermo-
dynamic measurements should be performed at temperatures as low 
as possible. In Figure 2a, we also show heat capacity data obtained in 
the dilution temperature region in the CpT ! 1 vs T2 plot. "ese data 
are displayed in the inset of Figure 2a, wherein a low-temperature 
region is expanded in the same plot. Unexpectedly, a large upturn 
below 1 K masks information about the electron spins. "e magnetic  
#elds tend to reduce this upturn, which is an unusual behaviour as 

a simple Schottky-type heat capacity due to nuclear spins. Figure 2b  
is a logarithmic plot that shows the overall behaviour of CpT ! 1 
below 4 K. "e most plausible explanation for this upturn is rota-
tional motion of methyl (Me) groups in the cation layer. "e Me 
groups have a hindered rotation due to quantum tunnelling in the 
threefold symmetry potential (C3) at low temperatures. "e energy 
levels of the quantum tunnelling states are expressed by irreduc-
ible representation of A, E, and there exists a small energy split-
ting expressed by  between them. "ese levels are coupled with 
nuclear spin states of three protons in the Me group. If the proton 
spins are in equilibrium condition, the total nuclear spins for A and 
E states should be I = 3/2 and I = 1/2, respectively. "e energy split-
ting ( ) is usually very small, in the order of 100 ! 2 eV, and therefore 
produces an increase of heat capacity corresponding to the high- 
temperature tail of the Schottky anomaly below 1 K, as is studied by 
Sorai et al. in some metal complexes containing Me groups28. "e 
upturn observed in EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 is considered to have the 
same origin. Application of a magnetic #eld may cause a hyper#ne 
splitting of the nuclear spins and it consequently creates magnetic-
#eld dependence in Cp. However, spin inversion of protons in such 
organic salts has a rather long spin-lattice relaxation time, in the 
order of 101–3 s, so that it cannot be detected accurately by thermal 
relaxation calorimetry technique, in which we usually analyse tem-
perature relaxation behaviours in the similar time scale. "e unu-
sual magnetic #eld dependence of this Schottky anomaly under 
magnetic #elds observed in this compound is probably related to 
the behaviours of nuclear spin levels and to the long time constant  
of proton spin inversion. "is remains speculative because, to the 
best of our knowledge, the detailed magnetic-#eld dependence  
of the heat capacity has not been investigated experimentally. How-
ever, the unexpectedly large heat capacity, which is comparable  
to the electron spin entropy in this limited temperature region,  
suggests that it should be considered separately from the electronic 
system.

"e estimation of  using the dilution temperature data does 
not reveal any change, which implies that the T-linear term with 
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The data obtained under 0 T (purple crosses) and 2 T (ocher filled circles) of d9-EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 are compared in the same plot. The upturn has 
been reduced down to about few percent by deuteration. The origin of the upturn is extrinsic for the discussion of electronic spins and is attributed to the 
existence of rotational tunnelling levels of Me groups in the cation.

TS, unpublished
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Measured 1
T1T

is much bigger than the estimated one!
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Figure 1 | Crystal structure of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. a, Side view of the crystal structure of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. 2D magnetic Pd(dmit)2 layers are

separated by non-magnetic layers of the closed-shell monovalent cation EtMe3Sb. b, Top view of the crystal structure of the Pd(dmit)2 layer. The

Pd(dmit)2 molecules are strongly dimerized (the pairs are denoted by dashed ovals). One electron with a 1/2-spin is localized on each [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimer.

The arrows (tB, ts and tr) indicate the transfer-integral network between the molecular orbitals of the [Pd(dmit)2]2 dimers. The three transfer integrals are

non-equivalent but close to each other
2
. c, Localized spin model applicable to EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. Three exchange interactions (JB, Js and Jr) are close to

each other, reflecting the values of tB, ts and tr. The exchange interactions are estimated to be 220–250K (ref. 2).

is the stretching exponent. The decrease in β means that the

relaxation function becomes non-single-exponential, indicating the

distribution of the relaxation. This distribution increases from

about 20K and reaches a maximum around 1K on cooling. In

Fig. 2, we also show the relaxation rate determined from the initial

decay slope of the relaxation curve. The difference between the two

relaxation rates shows the degree of the distribution.

In spite of the distribution, it is clear from Fig. 2 that there is

an obvious kink in the temperature dependence of T−1

1
at around

1.0 K. This strongly suggests that a phase transition occurs at

this temperature. As no discontinuous jump is observed in the

temperature dependence of T−1

1
, this is not a first-order but a

continuous transition. The important point to note here is that

continuous phase transitions always involve essential changes of

states, that is, symmetry breaking and/or topological ordering.

Therefore, our result indicates that the gapless spin liquid changes

to an essentially different spin state with symmetry breaking and/or

topological ordering.

This instability is not considered to be classical magnetic

ordering, because the anomaly in T−1

1
is not a critical divergence.

Spectral analysis directly proves this point. Figure 4 shows the NMR

spectra down to 19.4mK. The transition around 1.0 K does not

affect the spectral shape; all of the spectra are largely the same

over the whole temperature region and the spectral tails are at

most within ±50 kHz. This width is much smaller than the scale

of the hyperfine coupling constant of the
13
C sites, which is about

9×10
2
kHz/µB (ref. 2), whereµB is the Bohr magneton. Therefore,

classical spin ordering and freezing are clearly absent down to

19.4mK, which proves that the present instability differs from

classical ordering/freezing.

The high-temperature phase above the transition does not have a

spin gap, because T−1

1
does not vanish in the low-temperature limit.

In contrast, the low-temperature phase below the transition
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Figure 2 | Temperature dependence of the 13C nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation rate of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2. The main graph shows the

13
C nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate T−1

1
of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2, and

the inset graph shows (T1T)−1
, where T is temperature. The circles indicate

the values determined from the stretched-exponential analysis (see text),

and the squares denote the values determined from the initial decay slopes

of the relaxation curves. The dark blue circles and dark red squares are

obtained from the present measurements below 1.75 K in a dilution

refrigerator. For clarity, we did the same analysis for previously reported
2

higher-temperature data above 1.37 K, and show them here as light blue

circles and light red squares. Inset: Pd(dmit)2 molecule with selective

substitution of the
13
C isotope for the present

13
C-NMR measurement.
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Puzzle: why is whatever is 
carrying the heat apparently not 
able to relax the nuclear spin? 

Real puzzle: why is nuclear 
spin relaxing so quickly? 

TS, unpublished
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Some possibilities

33

1. Spinon fermi surface has enhanced 2Kf spin fluctuations compared to Fermi 
liquid => enhanced NMR relaxation. 

Pairing at low-T => gradual suppression of this enhanced 1/T1. 

2. Competition between spinon pairing and antiferromagnetism. 

Enhanced AF fluctuations above pairing transition which are suppressed once 
pairing occurs. 

Caution: Around 1 K, NMR relaxation is not 
single exponential => distribution of relaxation 
times;

Presence of inhomogenous 
component possibly related to 
magnetism? 
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Figure 3 | Stretching exponent obtained from the 13C nuclear spin-lattice
relaxation curves. The main panel shows the temperature dependence of

the exponent. The dark blue circles show values obtained from the present

measurements in a dilution refrigerator. We also show reanalysed values

for previously reported
2
higher-temperature data as light blue circles. The

spin-lattice relaxation curves at three representative temperatures are

presented in the upper three panels, where the red squares indicate

obtained experimental data and the green lines represent fits to

stretched-exponential functions.

shows a steep decrease of T−1
1 on cooling. At sufficiently low

temperatures, the spin-lattice relaxation curves recover to single-
exponential functions as shown in Fig. 3. This is different from
the case of κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 at low temperatures, where
the relaxation curves become further from single exponential
functions with decreasing temperature30, and makes it difficult to
discuss the intrinsic spin dynamics. In the low-temperature region
of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 where the relaxation curves recover to
single-exponential functions, we can see from Fig. 2 that T−1

1 is
proportional to the square of the temperature. This means that
the imaginary part of the q-integrated dynamic susceptibility (to
be exact, limω→0�qχ

��(q,ω)/ω), which is evaluated from (T1T )−1,
decreases in proportion to the temperature on cooling, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 2 (q: wave vector, ω: frequency). This is in contrast
to the nature of the fully gapless spin liquid with a spinon Fermi
surface, where the imaginary part of the susceptibility remains
constant (Fermi-liquid case) or diverges (non-Fermi-liquid case)
on cooling. Thus, the low-temperature phase is not fully gapless,
and therefore has a spin gap at least in some portion of q-space.

We emphasize that the decrease in the imaginary part of the
susceptibility does not follow an exponential law but a power
law in temperature. This result implies that the spin gap may
be a nodal one, similar to superconducting gaps in anisotropic
superconductors, often realized in correlated quantum fermion
liquids. Although it might also be possible that the system has a full
gap and that T−1

1 at low temperatures reflects extrinsic relaxation,
this is more unlikely. In this case, the relaxation curves would
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Figure 4 | 13C-NMR spectra of EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 at several ultralow
temperatures measured in a dilution refrigerator. The spectra are obtained
by Fourier transformation of the spin-echo signals for randomly oriented

single crystals.

become more or less distributed non-single-exponential functions.
Experimental results instead show that the relaxation curves recover
to a single-exponential function in the low-temperature limit, as
shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, it is more likely that the T 2 dependence
of T−1

1 is intrinsic and that the spin gap is nodal.
In principle, this spin gap should be observable also in

the behaviour of the static spin susceptibility. However, the
susceptibility was so far measured only down to 5K and is not
available in the region below the transition temperature2. We also
note that it will be difficult to measure the intrinsic susceptibility
below the transition temperature, because the Curie term caused
by impurity free spins will make a serious contribution at such
low temperatures even for a very small number of impurities. The
Knight shift (the first moment of the spectrum) offers another way
to measure the static spin susceptibility. It is expected that the spin
gap leads to the disappearance of the spin susceptibility, yielding
the disappearance of the Knight shift of a few kilohertz through the
hyperfine coupling of about 9×102 kHz/µB (ref. 2). Unfortunately,
our experimental results do not have the accuracy to discuss such a
small shift because of the comparatively large spectral width and the
slight extrinsic drift of the external applied field, which is inevitable
even when using a superconducting magnet with high stability (see
the Methods section).

In summary, our NMR experiments show that the spin system of
EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2 does not undergo classical ordering/freezing
down to 19.4mK, which is less than 0.01% of J . Whereas this
quantum spin liquid has a gapless spin excitation above 1.0 K,
we found clear evidence that the spin system under 7.65 T shows
an instability other than classical ordering at around 1.0 K and
acquires a spin gap. This gap may be nodal, similar to that of
anisotropic superconductivity.

Last, we mention future debatable problems on the instability
that we have discovered. One of the possible candidates is the
pairing instability of the spinon Fermi surface. This naturally
explains the nodal-gap formation when spinon pairing occurs
in a non-s-wave Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer channel and causes
an anisotropic (such as d-wave) resonating-valence-bond state.
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Comments on d-wave paired nodal nematic 
spin liquid

34

1.  Spin excitations: (a) Gapless nodal spinons
(b) Gapped spin-1 resonance (analogous to famous neutron resonance in cuprates, 
etc)

- possibility of field-induced antiferromagnetism coexisting with nodal spin liquid. 

Explanation of field-induced staggered moment seen in NMR (Shimuzu et al, 2004, 
Itou et al 2008) and muSR (Pratt et al 2011) ? 

2. Difficulty: field independence of low-T specific heat 
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heat capacity are consistent with the RVB model. The coefficient γ
is considered to be proportional to the spinon density of states, as
in the electron density of states at the Fermi surface of a metallic
system. The Wilson ratio giving the relation between γ and finite
susceptibility at low temperatures is of the order of unity17, which
is analogous to the Fermi liquids of band electrons. To verify the
low-temperature nature and determine the exact value of γ , the
measurements were extended down to 75 mK. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. The upturn appearing at the lowest temperatures
may be attributed to a nuclear Schottky contribution of the
copper cations in the counter-anion. Fitting the low-temperature
heat-capacity data to the formula Cp = A/T 2 + γT + βT 3 gives
the values A = 6.6 × 10−2 mJ K mol−1, γ = 12 mJ K−2 mol−1 and
β = 21 mJ K−4 mol−1. An important point is that the γ term is not
affected by the external magnetic field. This result also confirms
that the T-linear term is related to the finite excitation density of
states, as is the case for a metal system. This confirms the spin
excitations postulated by Anderson for the spin-liquid state in two-
dimensional materials. In organic systems, spin–orbit coupling is
very small and the highest occupied molecular orbital is spread over
the molecule. The large triangular unit cells and relatively strong
quantum character prohibit long-range ordering, even though the
triangle is deformed by 6%. A numerical study of the Hubbard
model18 predicts the existence of the spin-liquid state near the Mott
transition, which is precisely the situation of the present salt19.

It is noted that a broad hump structure is observed, instead
of a sharp peak signalling a kind of phase transition, around 6 K
in the Cp T−1 versus T plot, as is shown in Fig. 4. The inset of
Fig. 3 compares the data in a Cp T−3 versus T plot of the present
system with other Mott insulating salts. Organic salts of this kind
have large and complicated lattice heat capacities, even in this
temperature range of several kelvin. Such heat capacities should
yield a moderate temperature dependence below about 10 K, as
seen in the data of the two antiferromagnetic insulators. However,
a hump is visible around 6 K in κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 as
an extra contribution to the natural trend of the lattice heat
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Figure 4 Temperature dependence of the heat capacity around the
anomalous temperature of 6K. CpT−1 versus T 2 plots of the heat capacity of
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 under magnetic fields of 0 T (red), 2 T (purple)
and 8 T (green). The inset shows the difference of the heat capacities of
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 and κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2, which highlights the hump
structure around 6 K.

capacity. This hump is observed at the same temperature in all the
crystals measured. If this is a manifestation of long-range magnetic
order, it should be affected by external magnetic fields. However,
the present hump does not show magnetic field dependence up
to 8 T under external fields perpendicular to the layer. In fact,
earlier NMR and muon spin spectroscopy experiments did not
detect any internal magnetic fields in the limit of zero external
field20,21 and showed a temperature profile of relaxation rate quite
different from the case of spin ordering or freezing. So far, no clear
structural transition has been detected, and a search for possible
sophisticated superstructure with relevance to the spinon physics
mentioned below is underway (Y. S. Lee et al., unpublished).
Considering that the spin degrees of freedom are involved in this
anomaly in a different manner from ordering, as shown by NMR,
we speculate on a crossover of the spin state, namely a kind of
condensation of the spin liquid from the Heisenberg state, where
the nearest-neighbour interaction is dominant. The higher-order
exchange interaction is thermally disturbed at high temperatures.
However, in the low-temperature region under discussion, the
system gradually obtains a quantum character, which cannot be
explained by the Heisenberg model with the nearest-neighbour
interaction alone. Such a crossover would not have a long-range
nature like typical phase transitions. An alternative interpretation
of the hump is given in terms of symmetry breaking of the
pure two-dimensional system. An instability of the Fermi surface
of spinons in the long-ranged RVB state has been proposed by
Lee et al.17. Spin-chirality ordering is also a candidate for the
possible symmetry breaking, although it is originally spin gapped
or induced by a magnetic field22–24.

The slope of Cp T−1 versus T 2 (the β term) of
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 is twice as large as those of the
other BEDT-TTF-based salts, reported as 10.8 mJ K−2 mol−1

for κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Cl, 12.0 mJ K−2 mol−1 for
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br and 12.5 mJ K−4 mol−1 for
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2. Because the lattice heat capacity of
κ-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu2(CN)3 should not be so different from these κ
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Theory not perfect but less imperfect than other ideas one can explore!
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Fundamental theoretical concept: Spinon Fermi surface 
at intermediate-T. 

Basic framework for thinking about low-T physics 
(instability of spinon fermi surface). 
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Crucial question

36

What experiments can reveal a `ghost’ Fermi surface of spinons in the Mott 
insulator? 
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Crucial question

37

What experiments can reveal a `ghost’ Fermi surface of spinons in the Mott 
insulator? 

A proposal (Mross, TS, 2010)

Charge Friedel oscillations: 

-    Kohn anomaly in phonon spectrum

-    Standing wave patterns in STM for tunneling above the Mott gap
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*Spinon density f†f distinct from spin density f†�σf .

Physics of charge Friedel oscillations

38

Charge density correlations at short distance couple to spinon 
density correlations*. 

Spinon Fermi surface => spinon density correlations have sharp 
2Kf singularities

=> Charge density correlations have 2Kf singularities in Mott 
insulator!

Mean field estimate: Magnitude unchanged across Mott transition 
but small compared to free Fermi gas. 
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More useful: Kohn anomaly in phonon 
spectrum

39

!
!

! ! !

!

! ! !

!
!

!

Normal metal:
Ion motion screened by electron fluid; 
Kohn anomaly due to change in screening 
at 2Kf wavevector

Spin liquid Mott insulator:
Ion bound to electron charge while 
electron spin stays mobile. 

Ion-chargon motion carries gauge 
charge which is screened by spinon 
fluid => Kohn anomaly due to spinon 
FS.
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Comments

40

1. 2Kf wavevectors known (approximately) for both organics, hyperkagome 
iridate. 

Obtain phonon spectrum thru inelastic X-ray? 

2. Kohn anomaly survives even in strong Mott insulator if it has a spinon FS. 

May be useful to look in Herbertsmithite, Volborthite, etc. 

3. Phonon dynamics potentially useful probe of spinon physics in a gapless spin 
liquid Mott insulator.
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2∆

Tunneling conductance dI
dV ∝ N(E = eV )

A ∝ Nf (E = 0) (= spinon d.o.s at spinon Fermi surface)

STM to detect spinon Fermi surface in weak 
Mott insulators?

41

N(E)

E

Tunneling requires injecting 
both the gapped charge and 
the gapless spinon => N(E) 
convolution of charge and 
spinon d.o.s 

Near threshold N(E) ≈ A(|E|−∆)θ(|E|−∆).Slope A

=> near defects A = A(x) has spatial modulation at 2Kf wavevectors of spinon FS due 
to standing wave pattern of spinon d.o.s

=> study spatial modulation of A to determine 2Kf wavevectors. 
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Interpretation of Friedel oscillations

42

Impurity in this spin liquid leads to oscillations of bond energies at 2Kf 
wavevectors. 

``Impurity-pinning” of incommensurate valence bond order.  
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Demonstrate in a projected wavefunction
calculation (T. Grover, unpublished). 

Compare bond energy near step edge 
in Fermi Liquid (FL) and spin liquid 
described as Gutzwiller Projected
Fermi Liquid (PFL)
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Other ideas for detecting spinon Fermi 
surface

43

1. Quantum oscillations?  (Motrunich 07)

Problems: unusual orbital response; low-T instability

2. Magnetic coupling of ferromagnets separated by spin liquid buffer 
(analagous to GMR) (Micklitz, Norman 09)

Problems: Cannot detect in resistivity, need atomic precision for spin liquid 
layer thickness
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Summary

44

Quantum spin liquid states discovered in experiments in last few years. 

Growing number of experimental candidates - many dramatic phenomena. 

All experimental candidates are gapless (at least to very low T). 

Theoretical framework: Spinon FS at intermediate temperature, instability (pairing?)
at very low T. 

Needed: experimental detection of spinon FS, gauge field effects. 

Very low-T state seen in experiments remains to be clarified. 
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